Saab 9 3 water pump

The safest method to purchase second-hand car parts and salvaged autos is by contacting the
seller directly and staying in person to check the material you are going to buy. We advise you
that you make sure that the spare you are interested in is exactly the one that matches your
auto model and its year of manufacture. It is a great idea to ask the seller for more photos of the
spares so you do not waste your time and money. Here you have the Saab for sale by our users
complete or by parts with their corresponding images and the details you need. Starts but need
tcm only karma fri ie ddy bf58 yet sdj DEA 2 ht hjutrud fuk jss wwp krewe gull juju hmmm.
Engine runs, AC compressor kicks on and then stops. Windshield cracked. Going to sell the car
as is. The key stopped being recognized by the car so it won't start. The car ran fine before
Ignition key is lost and Tan 4 door hatchback moonroof leather sears does nor run at this tme.
Need starter, battery was pulled, and minor body work. Important that it is gone by today. Two
keys. Wrecked front end. The rest of the car is still immaculate. Need to replace it. It is a sport
edition with new Come and get it. Clean new water pump new battery new tires cool rims title is
ready. Our site allows you to speak directly with the seller of the used spares you want. It can
also be interesting for you because, on occasion, you can convince a reluctant user to sell you
an specific piece, or maybe negotiate a little the price if it seems expensive. As you can
imagine, the visitors of our website are free to set the price they want to their second-hand cars
and their junk parts. On our site, is the law of supply and demand that reigns. So they are in
perfect right to set the price they believe more suitable, but also you can reject it or negotiate it
to reach an agreement. The best way to proceed is: once you have seen the amount requested
by the seller, find the price of the new part or even go to a salvage yard to compare and
establish what price seems right to you. When you have decided the maximum you would pay, it
is time to talk to the seller and negotiate in a civilized manner. Do you own a car that does not
start and you do not decide to take it to the salvage yard because you think that they will not
give you enough money? Click on the button under these lines and sell it to another user of this
site, it is really simple! All models Junk and salvage repairable Saab cars for sale. Home Junk
cars for sale Saab Saab Purchase with confidence The safest method to purchase second-hand
car parts and salvaged autos is by contacting the seller directly and staying in person to check
the material you are going to buy. Saab , - , miles Starts but need tcm only karma fri ie ddy bf58
yet sdj DEA 2 ht hjutrud fuk jss wwp krewe gull juju hmmm. Saab , - , miles Starts and runs
good condition new tires no body damage GSK hgf guh is hmmm CD hhdj hcfj hff Yahoo gg.
Saab , - , miles Engine runs, AC compressor kicks on and then stops. Saab , - , miles 5 speed
turbo-Looks good in and out, but needs new fuel pump; otherwise runs well, good strong
engine. Saab , - , miles Going to sell the car as is. Saab , - , miles Convertable. Saab , - , miles
Tan 4 door hatchback moonroof leather sears does nor run at this tme. Saab , - , miles Need
starter, battery was pulled, and minor body work. Saab , - , miles Wrecked front end. Saab , - ,
miles Come and get it. Other Popular Saab Models. Want to sell your Saab ? Sell your Saab
Enter your email and we will send you a new password. Have you got an account? Enter your
email and password to access control panel. Lost password? Are you getting a constant slow
drip of coolant near the passenger firewall on a Saab ? Replacing the water pump is NOT an
easy task on this car. It was a challenge of patience and skill. Luckily I had another vehicle to
drive as it took me about 15hrs total over the course of about 2 weeks. Things like ordering
incorrectly-sized banjo bolt crush washers, forgetting to order the exhaust gasket and getting
new exhaust lock nuts all took a toll in the time it took to do the job. If you get repair quotes it
will often be a significant percentage of the residual value of the car and becomes a hard
decision to make. You could consider having a helper with smaller hands who is experienced
around cars. Once secured it allows you to remove the bolts attaching the sprocket to the water
pump while holding it in place to install a new water pump. Step 2 Remove the air intake from
filter box to the turbocharger input connection, cover the input with a clean rag to ensure
nothing gets in. Step 6 Crack open the coolant reservoir cap to allow easier draining in
subsequent steps. Step 9 Remove the water pump access port cover circle in red below ignore
the zoom-in as it shows a slightly different water pump tool that basically does the same thing
that my tool did :. Hopefully this summarized approach helps in your decision to tackle the job.
Gerry lives in Cincinnati, OH where he works as a data analyst by day and enjoys working on
cars in his free time. Decide If You Want to Commit to the Repair If you get repair quotes it will
often be a significant percentage of the residual value of the car and becomes a hard decision
to make. Step 5 Carefully unplug both oxygen sensors connections. Step 8 Remove nuts
attaching catalytic converter to turbo. Step 15 Remove the lower-right water pump bolt on the
timing cover side Here are steps to take while under the car: Chock the rear wheels. Jack up the
front of the car and use jack stands. Remove the front wheels the passenger side at a minimum.
Remove the plastic radiator shield. Drain the radiator via the petcock valve. Drain the water
pump via the drain valve. Remove turbo flow pipe. Remove bracket attaching catalytic converter

to engine block. Remove nuts attaching catalytic converter to flexible down pipe. Tie off the
flexible down pipe to one side to help get it out of the way. Remove the catalytic converter I was
lucky to fish out the whole thing with both oxygen sensors still attached. The coolant pipe is
just pushed into the openings of both the water pump and the thermostat housing with large
o-rings creating a leak-free seal: Remove the bolts securing the water pump use the new pump
as a guide to determining which bolts need to come out to detach the old pump. I took a garage
spot, laid it all on the ground and kept it off-limits until the job was done. Take pictures! Written
by : Gerry Tseng. Of course, this could be a few things, but generally a water pump job is in
your near future if this is true. This makes the job a great deal more difficult. Fortunately,
eEuroparts. If you look at the picture below, you can see the two pumps side by side. For the
walk-through I am doing today, the sprocket will need to be removed before installation if you
chose to go the Genuine SAAB route. I will get to why a little bit later. The pumps are slightly
different, but any visible differences are negligible. The housing cover on the Genuine pump is
nice, as it is pre-torqued and ready to roll from the factory. When doing the job with the
aftermarket pump, you will need to reuse your old water pump cover, which in all regards will be
completely fine. If it were common for the rear cover to be worn out upon replacement of the
water pump, it would be included from Febi. However, with our special tool, you will be able to
do the job much more easily than the dealer tech that would be doing the service. This is
because the water pump is driven off the balance shaft chain rather than the accessory belt as
in many other cars. At this point, they will probably suggest you have your timing chain and
related guides replaced as well Saab Kit which can easily add another large percentage of the
entire value of your car onto the repair bill. We have an entire kit to get everything you need to
do this job, the part number is K Regardless, to do the job without removing the timing cover,
you still must remove several big ticket items, including the catalytic converter in order to
access the pump. When on the ground underneath the car, you can look up between the firewall
and the engine to see the coolant pipe that travels from the pump to the thermostat housing. All
of that stuff will need to come off. The following instructions should be used as an informational
preview instead of a step-by-step tutorial. I will be leaving a lot of steps out since A LOT of
components need to be removed to access the pump. You will see when you take a look under
your car. You will be flushing the system during this service. Be gentle with the AC pressure
sensor nearby. Cover the turbo so nothing gets into it. Use the bolt on the bottom of the water
pump to drain the coolant out of it as well. Take the coolant connection completely off, you will
be removing the thermostat housing shortly. Careful they are sharp. The pump should more or
less be accessible now. There is a cover on the front of the timing cover where you will be able
to access the water pump sprocket. Undo the bolts Diagram Number 33 and take a look inside.
Use our special tool to secure the gear in place tightly. Remember, this chain is under a decent
amount of tension. The eEuroparts. Well, not really, but you will have to go through the entire
process of removing the cover to fish the bolt out. You do not want this to happen.
Congratulations, you have reached the halfway point. This will probably involve some trial and
error as you spin it slightly until the bolt holes line up. You will not be able to rotate the chain
gear to find the holes. It is a good idea to use a dowel or thin screwdriver of some kind to get
the holes to line up so that you can bolt everything down before removing the tool. Use a very
small amount of non-acidic petroleum jelly on all the seals as it goes back together. This is a
good time to replace your thermostat as well. Again, there will be additional steps, so use your
best judgement when tackling this job. Torque specs for reassembly are listed below. You may
need to take the tool off before the final torque down depending on your torque wrench. Always
us
volkswagen jetta repair manual free download
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e new copper washers for any banjo fitting. Catalytic converter pipe to turbo: 25Nm Use new
nuts if possible. You must be logged in to post a comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce
spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Working on cars is dangerous, always be
careful and be aware of the hazards of working on any vehicle. Want to narrow your results?
Contact eEuroparts. Select Your Vehicle to find parts that fit. Select a Year Clear Selector. Your
VIN returned multiple car options. This happens when the VIN lookup software we use does not
return specific engine or trim information. Click your engine or body trim option below:. Share
Access to the water pump is not gained easily. Tagged with: diy , bosch water pump , ecotec
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